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The investigation sought to examine resistance to extinction (Rn)

as a function of previous experience with downward shifts in reward

magnitude. It was suggested that previous research conducted within the

framework of the Spence-Amsel frustration hypothesis and the sequential

hypothesis failed to administer sufficient postshift trials to adequately

establish the relationships that may exist.

Under one condition, four groups of rats received twenty extinction

trials following forty postshift trials. Under another condition, four

groups were extinguished following eighty postshift trials. An inverse

magnitude of reward effect occurred in the preshift phases, however,

which prevented an adequate analysis of either the shift or the Rn data,

This unexpected effect was discussed within the framework of Black's

incentive-motivation interpretation of reinforcement.
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iFETS OF AMOIWT OF POS!SHIFT TRAINING ON RESISTANCE TO EXTINCTION

Within the context of appetitive instrumental learning, shifts in

the magnitude of food reward (Wg) will produce abrupt changes in per..

formance if the change in Wg is sufficient. Following acquisition

training in a straight runway, subjects (Qs) shifted to a small Wg may

perform at a lower level than unshifted control s trained with the

small Wg. Following an upward shift in Wg, s may perform at a higher

level than unshifted Ss trained with the large Wg. Crespi (1942) orig.

inally labeled these phenomena as 'depression" and 'elation" effects,

respectively, but more recent literature generally refers to each as

"negative contrast effects' (NCE) and 'positive contrast effects' (Pal),

respectively,

Recent reviews in this area of learning (Black, 1968; Dunham, 1968;

Bitterman & School, 1970) pointed out that the occurrence of the NCE is

well established, while the occurrence of the PCE is relatively rare.

Spence (1956), in discussing his significant NC results, but no POE,

suggested that earlier studies reporting PCE (e.g., Crespi, 1942; Zeaman,

1949) had inadequate preshift training. The number of preshift trials in

both Crespi's (1942) and Zeaman's (1949) experiments was insufficient to

attain asymptotic running speed, and subsequently, the increase in running

speed following the upward shift in Wg may have been a function of both

the shift in Wg and the continued training in the runway.
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Although it is well established in the literature, the NCE has

failed to occur under some circumstances. Gonzales, Gleitman, and Bit..

terman (1962) reported that a large decrement in Wg produced with

successive small decrements (over a series of trials) produces a gradual

decline in performance and does not produce NCB. Shelton (1970), however,

produced NC with a decrement from large to medium Wg and another, sub-

sequent, NOE with a second decrement from medium to small Wg. Mikulca,

Lehr, and Pavlik (1967) found that partial reward in the preshift phase

of training will either delay or eliminate the NCE. Under transfer shift

conditions, where the Ss have had prior experience with the postshift Wg,

the NOB does not occur (Capaldi & Lynch, 1967). Cleland, Williams, and

DiLollo (1969) and Threnfreund (1971) reported the failure to obtain sig-

nificant NCE under low-drive conditions while obtaining significant

results under high-drive conditions. Other instances where the NCE has

failed to occur could be cited, but in general it may be predicted under

conditions of continuous reinforcement and high drive level in a non..

transfer shift from large to small Wg.

The negative contrast phenomenon is apparently of a transitory

nature. Although Black (1968) and Dunham (1968) contended that the phe-

nomenon exhibits persistence following a shift in Wg, recent evidence

(e.g., Shelton, 1970; E D. Capaldi, 1970) has indicated that the gSa

performance will recover (or adapt) to the level of the unshifted control

animals if sufficient postshift trials are given. As Shelton (1970)

pointed out, the phenomena of persistent NCB are a function of the amount

of decrement in Wg, the number of preshift trials, and the number of

postshift trials. The larger the decrement and the greater the number
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of preshift trials, the greater the probability that the performance

will fail to recover with any given number of postshift trials.

Resistance to extinction (Pn) following complete reward reduction

may be a function of these variables also. The literature, however, has

yet to clarify the functional relationships that may exist between Rn

and such varied conditions of reward that will produce NCE.

Two of the hypotheses that have been formulated to account for

both contrast effects and resistance to extinction following varying con.

ditions of reward are the Spence-Amsel frustration hypothesis (Spence,

1956; 1960; Amsel, 1958; 1962) and the sequential hypothesis (Capaldi,

1967). Both are associational in nature, and in many instances they

make identical predictions. The present investigation sought to test

certain assumptions underlying both theories,

As originally stated, the frustration hypothesis pertained only to

the emotional consequences of nonreward following experience with reward.

Bower (1961) extended the hypothesis to include the consequences of less-

than-complete reductions in reward magnitude. Within this framework, the

'CE is attributed to a consequential frustrationn response" occasioned by

the reduction in Wg. The theoretical chain of events may be illustrated

by using the successive contrast paradigm as an example. It begins with

a classically conditioned anticipatory goal response () being formed

as a part of the instrumental sequence involved in the acquisition (or

preshift) phase of rumray training. Once formed, the r "moves forward

in time and, through its feedback stimulation (s), becomes part of the

mechanism for the evocation of the instrumental response DAmsel, 1967, p.

7J.' Reward-incentive motivation is said to be in operation at this
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point, affecting the instrumental response. When the reward-incentive

motivation is operating (e.g., at the end of the preshift phase) and a

downward shift in Wg is introduced (the postshift phase), a primary

frustration response (RF) is evoked. With the Bp serving as the uncon-

ditioned response (UCR) to the small Wg, an anticipatory frustration

response (rj) is classically conditioned as a part of the instrumental

sequence involved in the postshift phase. The rf is assumed to move

backward along the instrumental sequence to affect the instrumental re-

sponse through its feedback stimulation (sf). The of is assumed to

elicit responses incompatible with the instrumental approach response

and is thus antagonistic to the influence of ,. The NCE is hypothe-

sized to occur due to the conflicting responses evoked by the .r,-se

and rf-sf mechanisms.

With continued postshift training, recovery of the running response

to the level of unshifted control Ss would be predicted. The r is

assumed to be a fractional component of the primary goal stimulus (%),

which was large Wg in the preshift phase. Daring the postshift phase,

only small Wg is presented, and the t adapts or "extinguishes" over a

series of trials until its strength is appropriate to the small Wg. The

magnitude of the Ig also decreases since Ig evocation is contingent upon

the presence of r in the absence of %, Once X has adapted to the small

Wg, r will extinguish in the absence of the UCE, the Rp.

Amsel (1967; Amsel & Ward, 1965), tn discussing these mechanisms as

they pertain to partial reinforcement, Suggested that at the stage where

rg- and rf-sf are mediating competing responses, continued training

will lead not only to rf extinction, but the anticipatory frustration-
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produced cues will become counterconditioned to the instrumental running

response in the process. It is this sf - Runung mechanism which is

used to account for the greater resistance to extinction exhibited by Ss

trained under a partial reinforcement schedule than by Ss continuously

reinforced, In common sense terms, the animals have learned to continue

running in the face of cues to nonreward.

In 1969, Amsel extended the frustration hypothesis to a general

theory of persistence which suggests that the action of a mechanism such

as rf-sf may underlie the learning of all persistent behavior, He

hypothesized that when any response (So -. e Ro) is maintained in the

presence of any stimulus (Si) evoking competing response tendencies

(.i), some degree of Sx -. Ro counterconditioning will occur. Sub-

sequently, So R--e o will become less subject to disruption by stimuli

of the S class.

Three possibilities were suggested by tisel (1969; Glazer & Amsel,

1970) concerning such an underlying mechanism: (a) Si -+ Ro countercon-

ditioning adds to a nonspecific persistence pool and thereby to general

persistence of the organism; (b) there are different, but overlapping,

systems controlling persistence, and Si -- Ito counterconditioning may

only partially transfer between related systems; or (c) specific Si be-

come counterconditioned to specific Ito, with no transfer from one response

system to another, Within the context of these possibilities, responding

to a smaller Wg would be a different response system than responding to

nonreward.

The frustration hypothesis and the sequential hypothesis view reward

magnitude as influencing the growth of associative strength. However,
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where the frustration hypothesis views the reinforcing effect of any one

level of Wg as dependent upon the context in which it occurs, the se-

quential hypothesis (Capaldi, 1967; Capaldi & Lynch, 1967) views each

level of Wg as a distinctive stimulus that is independent of other levels

in the series. ,ch stimulus (e.g., S large reward, SW medium reward,

SE small reward, SN nonreward) is related only to the absolute properties

of reward, such as its size. Thus, where the frustration hypothesis

conceptualizes small Wg following large Wg as occasioning frustration and

its various associated effects, the sequential approach views this event

as the introduction of a second stimulus which will acquire associative

strength (habit) independently of the previous stimulus. In other words,

SRS replaces SI on its first presentation and will acquire habit

strength (Q) independently of the effects of prior experience with SL,

With repeated trials, a is assumed to grow by the simple positive growth

function described by Hull (1943).

The sequential approach yields a different theoretical chain of

events in its account of the NC. It assumes that the S begins acquiring

a with each trial of large Wg in the preshift phase of runway training.

The magnitude of the reward involved in this training is assumed to

"energize" habits or reactions. The larger the Wg the greater the in-

tensity of the stimulus and the greater its strength to energize the

reaction, This stimulus intensity (I) interacts multiplicatively with

a to determine reaction potential (B):

2 = H X V.

Shifting the S from S to SS reduces the stimulus intensity for

large Wg to that for a small Wg, which results in less E. The shift
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leaves associative strength (H) for large Wg unchanged, and the A begins

acquiring a for the small Wg on the first postshift trial. ?or the

shifted $, B is now a function of V for small Wg and of the amount of

generalized habit strength (a) to S3 from S . Since the shifted S

has only a generalized habit to elicit the running response following

the first postshift trial, an NCE may be predicted. The NCE is hypothe.-

sized to occur due to the generalization decrement.

The magnitude of the NCE is postulated to be a function of (a) the

degree of stimulus change, (b) the amount of generalization decrement,

and (e) the learning rate (P). The greater the degree of stimulus change,

with any given generalization decrement rate, the greater the probability

of an NCE since i would be correspondingly smaller. For the same reason,

the greater the generalization decrement rate, with any given degree of

stimulus change, the greater the probability of the NCE. In regards to

the learning rate, Capaldi (1967) suggested that "other things equal,

the slower the learning rate, the larger the negative contrast effect,

and the greater the number of trials required to overcome it [p. 109J,"

As regards the magnitude of the NCE, it is unclear why this is postulated.

Recalling that a is assumed to grow by the simple growth function de-

scribed by Hll (1943), it is reasonable to assume that "other things

equal," H will be less for any given number of trials with a slow F than

with fast learning, and a. consequently, will be correspondingly smaller.

However, H acquired by the control As, a comparison with which will define

the NCE, will also be smaller with a slow learning rate. It seems more

reasonable to assume that the magnitude of the NCE is a function of the

stimulus change factor and the rate of generalization decrement, while
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the rate of recovery from the NCX is a function of F, and the number of

trials to recovery is a function of F and the magnitude of the NCE.

With a high rate of learning, an NC should be overcome rapidly due to

the rapid growth of H in postehift training. These assumptions that

center on F may be tested following the occurrence of an NCE by making

a median split of the group experiencing the shift in Wg and analyzing

the depth of the NCE and the rate of recovery of the slow versus the

fast learners.

Within the context of the successive contrast paradigm, where a

preshift block of continuously reinforced trials is followed by a block

of continuously reinforced trials with a different level of reward, it

has been found that Rn is inversely related to postshift Wg (3. 1 Ca..

paldi, 1970; Spear & Spitzner, 1968; Leonard, 1969). Neither hypothesis

being considered here has difficulty in accounting for this. The

relationship between Rn and preshift magnitude of reward is less clear,

however. Metzger, Cotton, and Lewis (1957), using 10 preshift and 10

postshift trials, and Spear and Spitzner (1968, trp. I), using 20 pre-

shift and 24 postshift trials, reported that Rn is independent of preshift

magnitude of reward, E. D. Capaldi (1970) increased the number of trials

to 35 in both phases and reported a significant effect on Rn of the pre-

shift magnitude, but only in the case of the upward.-shifted Ss. The So

which experienced a downward shift in Wg did not differ in Rn from the

control Ss trained only with small Wg.

Shelton (1970) investigated the effect of preshift Wg on subsequent

Rn following both single and multiple downward shifts. He administered

40 trials in each of 3 phases to groups that received the following
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sequences of Wg: Group LMS received large Wg in Phase 1, medium Wg in

Phase 2, and small Wg in Phase 3; Group LLS, in the same maner, received

a large-large-small sequence; Group WAS received a medium-medium-small

sequence; and Group SS received small Wg in all 3 phases. Following the

third phase, extinction trials were begun. Groups LMB and SSS did not

differ in Rn, but both were significantly greater in Rn than Groups LLS

and MB, which did not differ from each other. Shelton acounted for

these results within the framework of Amsel's (1969; Glazer & Amsel,

1970) general theory of persistence by assuming that the third and most

restrictive possibility is valid, namely, that there was no transfer of

persistence among the specific disrupting stimuli of reward decrement and

of nonreward. The question remains, however, why there were differences

between any of the groups if no transfer occurred. Shelton suggested

that at the end of Phase 3, _ may not have completely extinguished to

the small Wg level in the case of Groups SMB and LLS, which suggests

that nonreward evoked a greater RF in those as, thereby hastening ex.

tinction,

These Rn data, especially 3. D. Capaldi's (1970) and Shelton's (1970),

also pose questions for the sequential hypothesis. The literature specific

to the sequential approach (e. g., B. J, Capaldi, 1967; 1970; Capaldi &

Lynch, 1967; Leonard, 1969; E ,D. Capaldi, 1970) is very unclear in these

regards9 Following training with two or more levels of Wg, two or more

generalized habit strengths are assumed to "summate" at SN, and this com-

posite It determines Rn. The literature, however, is not specific about

how the two or more He summate. What is assumed in connection with asymp..

totic a is very unclear, especially at SN, If it is assumed that two or
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then for any given Wg, a physiological limit (Hull's B) applies to the

calculation of H and, consequentially, to the summation of any two or

more H values. Whether or not there is a limit or "ceiling effect" on

H at S is crucial to any predictions that may be made regarding fn if

two or more generalized habits are assumed to exist at 3N at the begin.

ning of the extinction phase. In order to illustrate how one given

combination of reward results in greater i at S than will another

combination, the sequential literature has generally used arbitrary

asymptotes of H, assumed distances along the stimulus continuum from

one stimulus to another, and assumed generalization decrement rates. In

terms of prediction, however, such an a posteriori technique has little

or no value.

This investigation sought to explore the relationship between pre-

shift Wg and subsequent Rn with the postshift number of training trials

independently varied. In terms of the frustration hypothesis, such a

procedure should either support or oppose Shelton's (1970) speculation

about r extinction in the postshift phase. Kcept for using different

amounts and type of Wg, one of the two conditions used in this research

was identical in method to that used by Shelton, and although this could

not be considered an attempt to replicate, it was hypothesized that the

results under this one condition (the limited condition) would be in full

agreement with Shelton's results. The second condition (the extended

condition) of this investigation extended the number of postshift trials

by an additional 40 trials which, if X& extinction or adaptation actually

occurs, should be sufficient to test Shelton's speculation.
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In terms of the sequential hypothesis, the extended postshift

training allowed an analysis of extinction data in an effort to clarify

the sumation of H values at sN (discussed above). With extended

training at small Wg in the third phase of all se, at least one of the

H values entering into the calculation of H at eN would be asymptotic.

If summation is still assumed to occur, the sequential approach would

have predicted that the groups would be ranked in greatest .n as a

function of H acquired in the preshift phases (Phases 1 and 2). A

finding that the groups did not differ in Rn following extended post-

shift training would indicate that summation is somehow limited and

that Rn is independent of preshift Wg when postshift a is asymptotic.

The latter instance would be in agreement with Shelton's speculation

in terms of prediction, and it would oppose the assumption that summation

occurs when H from 8 to S is asymptotic.

Method

Subjec s

The s were sixty-four experimentally naive, female albino rats

purchased from Sprague-Dawley. The s were approximately 40 days old

upon arrival and were housed in individual cages. They were approxi-

mately 115 days in age at the beginning of acquisition training,

Amaratus

The apparatus was a straight-alley runway, consisting of an Il-in.

start box (SB), an 87-in, alley, and an l-in, goal box (GB). Inside

dimensions were 4 in. by 4 in. in all sections. Two guillotine doors

separated the SB and GB from the alley; each were operated manually.

The entire apparatus was painted flat gray except for a clear plastic
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covering over all sections. A stainless steel food plate, 3 in. in

diameter and with a 3/16-in, lip, was attached to the GB floor against

the end wall,

Three Lafayette 0.01-see. timers recorded running speeds. Clock

1 was activated when S interrupted a photobeam 12 in, from the inside

end wall of the 8B. Clock 1 was stopped (start time) and Clock 2 was

activated when S interrupted a second photobeam 12 in. from the first

photobeam. Clock 2 was stopped (run time) and Clock 3 was activated

when S interrupted a third photobeam 62 in. from the second photobeam.

Clock 3 was stopped (goal time) when interrupted a fourth photobeam

12 in, from the third photobeam.

The apparatus was constructed to allow tilting the runway away from

the floor to allow periodic cleaning. The floor was wiped clean with a

slightly damp cloth after every four trials throughout the experiment.

Procedure

Serimentaldesign.--The sixty-four s were randomly assigned to

eight groups of eight g each on the day preceding pretraining. Ech

group was randomly assigned to one of four sequences of Wg under one of

two training conditions. The limited training condition (Im) consisted

of 40 trials in Phases 1, 2 and 3, followed by 20 extinction trials;

the extended training condition (ex) consisted of 40 trials in Phases I

and 2, 80 trials in Phase 3, followed by 20 extinction trials. Within

each training condition the four sequences of Wg were: Large-Medium-

Small (Groups LMS-lm and LMS-ex); Large-Large-Small (Groups LLS-lm and

LLS-ex); Medium-Medium-Small (Groups MMS-lm and W CS-ex); and Small only



(Groups SSS-m and7rSS-ex). The large Wg consisted of 11 .075-tm. Noyes

pellets, The medium Wg was 8 pellets, and small Wg was 4 pellets.
Retraining .- Throughout the experiment the s were housed in in-

dividual cages with ad lib water, Nine days prior to the beginning of

acquisition training the s were placed on a 23-hr, deprivation schedule.

Ech 2 was given free access to Purina Laboratory Chow for i hr. at a

time of day to coincide with its scheduled time in the apparatus during

acquisition training. This maintenance schedule was maintained through-

out the experiment, and each 2 was weighed on Days 1, 10, 20, and 30 of

the experiment for a test of weight differences.

During the nine pretraining days, each A was individually habituated

to the experimental situation by systematic handling by the experimenter

(3). From the fifth through the eighth day of pretraining, the S re-.

ceived individual exposure to the runway for two min. each, On the last

day of pretraining, each received two 30-sec, direct placements in the

GB with the Wg it was to receive during Phase I training. The direct

placements were separated by approximately 15 min.

Phae .--forty acquisition trials were given to all SA beginning

on the day following pretraining. Four trials were given to each 2 each

day. A trial was initiated with the placement of the 2 in the SB; both

guillotine doors were raised approximately 5 sec. later, .Mch door was

lowered as the 2 passed under in order to prevent retracing. The S was

removed from the GB after consuming its Wg or after 20 sec., whichever

was longer, but in no event was allowed to remain in the GB longer than

90 sec. Zntertrial intervals were approximately 10 min.
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The S were trained in squads of eight each, with an animal from

each group composing each squad. Assignments to the squads were randomly

made within the foregoing limitation. Squads were run in the same order

each day, with four squads being run in the early morning and four in

the mid-afternoon, but the order within each squad was randomized each

day, The Ss in each squad received their daily access to food following

the last trial of the day for that squad.

Phase 2.--The procedures followed in Phase 1 were followed in Phase

2 except that Groups MS-lm and LMS.-ex received medium Wg instead of the

large Wg that they received in Phase 1. Forty trials were given to all

s in this phase.

Phase .-.- On Day 21 of the experiment all gs began receiving small

Wg. Forty trials were given to the s under the limited condition, and

eighty trials were given to the Ss under the extended condition. All

other procedures, except as outlined below, remained the same.

ttinction ghase.~.J.tinct ion trials began on Day 31 for the s

under the limited condition and on Day 41 for the s under the extended

condition, s were retained in the empty GB for 20 sec. on each of 20

trials. The trials were given at the rate of four daily, and the b0-min.

intertrial interval was maintained.

Because s from both conditions were represented within each squad,

the 31st through the 35th day posed a special problem and required a

slight change in procedure. It was felt that rate on extinction may

leave an odor cue that could affect the performance of the rats still

receiving a reward under the extended condition. In order to control

for this, the four As within a squad under the same condition were run
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one after another, and then before the four s of the other condition

were run, the floor of the runway sections was cleaned. Other procedures

remained the same,

Results

The running times of each S on each trial were converted into

speeds (ft/see), and all analyses were conducted on the speeds. The

groups were collapsed across conditions in all analyses covering the

first thirty days of the experiment since the conditions variable had

no bearing on the tests for reward magnitude effects or for negative

contrast effects. One s (from Group SS-ex) died during the course of

the experiment, and its data were excluded from all analyses,

Due to a sticking electromagnet in Clock 3 which wasn't discovered

until well into the experiment and which resulted in randomly misrepre-.

sented running times in the goal section, the goal speed data were

discarded. Total speed was redefined as the ft/sec ratio over the

combined start and run sections of the runway.

Phase I

The performance of each group by runway section and total for each

of the days in Phase 1 is illustrated in figuree 1. An analysis of

variance on first-day speeds indicated that differences were significant

in the start and total, but not in the run section. Start, F (3, 248) n

3.26, p < .05; run, P (3, 248) = .86, p > .05; total, 1 (3, 248) c 2.82,

p < .05. A Newnan-Seuls test indicated that Group LMS ran faster than

Group 10$ in start and total, and Group LLS ran faster than Group MMS in

the start section (all pa <.05). No other differences were significant

at the .05 level. An analysis of variance over all days of Phase 1
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yielded a significant magnitude of reward effect, but it was contrary to

the expected direction. Start, 1 (3, 2516) " 20.44, p <.0001; run,!

(3, 2516) a 9.79, p <.0001; total, ! (3, 2516) a 15.34, p < .0001. A

Nevman-Keuls test indicated that Group 833 ran significantly faster than

all other groups in all sections, that Group LMS was faster than Group

LLS in the start section, and that Group 1043 was faster than Group LLS

in the total (all ps < .05). Other comparisons were not significantly

different * An analysis of variance of the speeds over the last two days

of Phase 1 also yielded a significant magnitude of reward effect in all

sections. Start, 1 (3, 500) a 13.58, p <.0001; ran, 1 (3, 500) z 4.91,

.01; total, F (3, 500) = 9.35, p <.0001. A Newman-.Ieuls test in-

dicated that the effect was in the unexpected direction with Group 3

running significantly faster than the other groups in all sections and

with Group LMS and MMS running significantly faster than Group LLS in

the start and total (all pa (.05). No other comparisons indicated sign

nificant differences.

Phase 2

The performances of each of the groups in each of the alley sections

on each day of Phase 2 are shown in Figure 2. Because of the inverse

reward magnitude effect that developed and was maintained in Phase 1,

the usual procedure of testing for an NCZ by comparing the downshifted

group's speeds to those of the unshifted controls was not meaningful in

this case, Instead, an analysis of variance was performed on the daily

mean speeds of Group LMS from Day 9 to Day 20 to determine if the down-

shift had any effect. As might be surmised from an examination of Figure

2, the analysis of variance yielded no significant effects of the downshift.
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Start, F (11, 756) = .823, p> .05; run, ! (11, 756) =1.44, p > .05;

and total, I (1i, 756) «a .609, p >005.

Analyses of variance were performed for each day of Phase 2, along

with Newman-Kels tests, and the general picture that emerged was that

the differences between Groups LMS, LLS and MS disappeared early in

Phase 2, while Group 8S8 continued to run significantly faster than the

other groups on most of the Phase 2 days. On Day 19, the differences

were not significant between any of the groups in any section. Start, I

(3, 248) = 2.576, p > .05; run, F (3, 248) : 2.28, p > .05; and total, y

(3, 248) = 2.18, p > .05. On Day 20, however, the last day of Phase 2,

the analysis of variance indicated significant differences in all sections.

Start, 2 (3, 248) = 4.79, p <.01; run, ! (3, 248) 4 6.58, p <.001, and

total, 2 (3, 248) : 5.85, p < .001. A Newman-.Keuls test indicated that

Group S88 ran significantly faster than Groups LLS and LM8 in the start

section and significantly faster than all groups in the run and total

(all pe <.05). No other differences were significant.

Ptalei

Because the inverse reward magnitude effect was still present on the

last day of Phase 2, the effects of the downward shift to small Wg for

Groups LMS, LLS and W1S were analyzed on the basis of daily changes in

mean speeds (as in Phase 2 for Group LMS) instead of the customary com-

parison with the control group. The analyses of variance were performed

on the daily mean speeds of each shifted group from May 19 to Day 30. No

significant speed changes occurred following the downshift in the case

of Group LMB or Group MS in any of the runway measures over these days.

In the case of Group LLS, however, a significant effect was obtained in
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the run and total measures. Start, r (11, 756)= 1204, p > .05; run, F

(li, 756) = 2.42, p <.005; total, I (li, 756) 2.346, p <.01. 4. sub-

sequent Newman-Keuls test indicated that Group LLS ran significantly

slower on May 24 than on Day 19 in the total section (p < .05) with no

other total comparisons being significantly different. For the run

measures the Newman-Keuls test indicated that Group LLS was significantly

slower on Day 24 than on Day 29 (p < .05) with no other run-section com-

parisons being significantly different. This effect is demonstrated

graphically in Figure 3, which shows the performances of each of the

groups in each alley section for eah Phase-3 day, an by reference to

Days 19 and 20 in Figure 2. It appeared that each of the shifted groups

slowed somewhat following the Phase-3 downshift, but as discussed above,

only Group LLS's slowing and subsequent recovery exhibited statistical

significance.

Analyses of variance were also performed for each day of Phase 3,

along with Newman-Keuls tests, through Day 30. The general picture that

emerged was that the inverse reward magnitude effect present on the day

preceding the shift and the slowing of the shifted groups following the

downshift combined to maintain Group. SS8's superiority of performance

through Day 28. On Day 29, all differences between groups disappeared

in each runway measure. Start, 1 (3, 248) = 2.45, p > .05; run, 1 (3,

248) : 2.51, p > .05; and total, F (3, 248) 1.91, > .10.

Beginning on Day 30 of Phase 3, the groups were split into the two

training conditions for all subsequent analyses. Under the limited

training condition Day 30 was the last day of training preceding extinc-

tion trials, and an analysis of variance for that day indicated no
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significant differences between groups in the run and total measures.

Run, (7, 244) = 1.233, p >.25; total,! (7, 244) 1.175, p >.30.

In the start section the differences were significant on Day 30# 0 (7,

244) 3.71, p <.001. A Newman-Keuls test indicated that Groups SSS

and MS were running significantly faster than Group LLS (: <.05) with

no other comparisons being significantly different.

From Tay 31 through Day 40 the S under the extended condition re.

ceived an additional 40 trials of training with small Wg. The performance

of each group is illustrated for each of these days in Figure 4. The

'--4
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Fig. 4--Mean speeds during last 10 days of Phase 3 (blocks of four
trials) for the start, run and total runway measures,
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during this part of Phase 3. The 3 noticed that the s still receiving

reinforcement on Day 31 began some "stopping behavior" in the runway

much in the same manner that the Ss undergoing extinction exhibited.

Beginning on Day 32 a tally of complete stops in the runway was main-

tained until Day 36. It was observed that the frequency of stops per

group per day corresponded closely to the performance curves in Figure

4. However, since no tally was obtained prior to Day 31 and subsequent

to Day 36, no real support was offered by these observations that an

"odor effect" actually occurred.

Beginning on *Day 37 a break in procedure occurred due to the 3 be-

coming ill. On Day 37 and again on Day 38 the afternoon squads were not

ran, but were maintained on their deprivation schedules. There then

occurred a four-day break in procedure in which no trials were given,

but in which the deprivation schedule was maintained by the R's

associates. Following this break in procedure, the experiment was re-

instituted with Day 39 for the morning squads and Day 37 for the afternoon

squads. No other breaks occurred through completion.

The analyses of variance over each day of the extended training

period revealed that no differences in speeds occurred in the run section

on any day except Day 355, (3, 120)- 3.44, p < .05. The Newman-Keuls

test indicated that Groups LLS and 141S ran faster than Group LMS on that

day, with no other comparisons being significantly different. In the

start section during the extended period, significant differences occurred

on Days 34, 36, 39 and 40. All ?s (3, 120) : 3.22, 2.92, 3.31, and 4.95,

respectively, and all pgs <.05. The Newman-Keuls test indicated that

Group SSS ran faster than Group LMS on each of these days in the start



section and faster than Group MRS on Days 39 and 40 (ps < .05). No other

comparisons were significantly different. In the total measure, signif-

icant differences occurred only on Days 35 and 40. On Day 35, F (3, 120)

a 2.97, p <.05; and on Day 40, P (3, 120) = 2.76, p < .05, The Newman-

Weuls test indicated that on Day 35, Group LLS ran significantly faster

than Group LMS, and on Day 40, Group SSS ran faster than Group LMS (ps

< .05). No other comparisons were significantly different.

ftinction Phase

Limited condition.--The performance of the four groups under this

training condition for each of the extinction days (Days 31-35) in each

of the runway measures is shown in the left half of Figure 5. The ter-

minal acquisition speeds (Day 30) are also shown for each group.

An analysis of variance over all days of extinction for the limited

condition indicated a significant difference among the groups in each

runway measure. In the start section, ' (3, 636) 9.71, p <.0001; run,

! (3, 636) = 5.96, p <.001; and total, s (3, 636) a 7.84, p <.0001. A

Newman-Keuls test indicated that in the start section, Group 11, ran sig-

nificantly slower than the other groups, and Group IS ran significantly

slower than Group LMS (ps <.05). Other comparisons were not signifi-

cantly different. In the run section, Group SSS ran faster than Groups

LLS and MS, and Group LMS ran faster than Group LLS ( <.05), other

differences being nonsignificant. In the total measure, Groups SSS and

LMS ran significantly faster than Groups LLS and. MS (p < .05), other

differences being nonsignificant.

Extended condition.--The performance of the four groups under the

extended training condition for each of the extinction days (Days 41-45)
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in each of the runway measures is shown in the right half of Figure 5,

along with terminal acquisition speeds (Day 40).

An analysis of variance over all days of extinction for the extended

condition indicated significant differences in each of the runway

measures. In the start section, F (3, 616) = 11.13; run, _ (3, 616) =

10,37; and total, P (3, 616) = 12.93; all ps <.0001. The Newman..Keuls

test indicated that in the start section, Group SSS ran significantly

faster than all of the other groups ( <.05); no other comparisons were

significantly different. In the run section, Groups SSS and MRS ran

significantly faster than Groups LLS and LMS, while other differences

were nonsignificant. In the total, Group SSS ran significantly faster

than all of the other groups, and Group MMS ran significantly faster

than Groups Ls and LMS (p <.05). No other comparisons were signifi-

cantly different.

F rl analysis. -- Following the one-way analyses of variance

discussed above, a 2 x 4 (Conditions by Groups) factorial analysis was

TABLE I

StMMARY OF ANALYSIS OFV ARIANCE OF EINCTION
DATA: DAYS 31-35 AND 41-45

Start Run Total
Source df

MSMSS MS ______

Conditions (A) 1 5.16 3.30 18.56 9.81* 4.85 2.64
Groups (3) 3 27.72 l?.72*** 22.09 l1.6?*** 28.98 15.79***
A by 3 3 6,34 4.05* 10.22 5,40* 11.23 6.12**
Error 1,252 1.56 ... 1.89 -.. 1.83 -.-.

* p <.01 ** p <.001 ***p <,0001
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performed on the extinction data over Days 31-35 and Days 41-45. Table

I summaries the results from the factorial analysis. The main effects

reported here are not meaningful, and the simple main effects were dis-

cussed in the preceding sections. The primary concern or emphasis in

this analysis was in the significant interaction that appeared in each

runway measure, which indicated an effect of the extended postehift

training on extinction performance. Figure 6 illustrates these inter-

actions by depicting the mean running speed for each group in each

runway measure for each condition. While the extended training had the

anticipated effect on Groups LLS, M4S and SSS (increased Rn), the rather

marked decrease in Rn exhibited by the LMS groups was unexpected.

Wei ht differences An and Within Grups

In order to determine if weight changes as a result of the depri-

vation schedule became a confounding factor in the experimental results,

each S's weight was measured on the first day of acquisition training

and every ten days thereafter through Pay 30. Awanalysis of variance

was performed on the groups' mean weights on each of these days, and it

was found that no significant differences developed (all Zs <1, ps>.05).

In addition, an analysis of variance was performed on each group's mean

weights over these days to determine if any significant within-group

weight changes occurred,, None of the differences were significant (all

Is <1, js > .05).

Discussion

A crucial presumption underlying this investigation's design was

that a characteristic magnitude of reward effect would occur such that

the larger levels of Wg would produce the fastest running speeds, thereby
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allowing a theoretical analysis of the shift and extinction effects of

the pre- and postshift levels of Wg. The inverse effect that was ob-

tained here was completely unexpected, since the typical effect is so

well established in the literature (e.g., see Pubols, 1960). Also, the

same presumption underlies both of the hypotheses under consideration

here (Amsel, 1958; capaldi, 1967), as well as a number of other general

approaches (e.g., Gonzalez, Gleitman, & Bittermen, 1962; Collier & Marx,

1959; Helson, 1964). This experiment, therefore, did not allow any

adequate tests of the questions posed earlier, and any discussion of the

results mast focus on the inverse reward effect.

The inverse magnitude of reward effect obtained here was not without

precedent. Black (1969), in his analysis of the concept of reinforcement,

cited a number of studies (e.g., Black & flstad, 1964; fstad & Black,

1965; Hiers, 1968) in which the inverse effect appeared. After a review

of the factors that were cited by Black as influential in the inverse

effect and of the procedures used in the present study, it appeared that

his conceptualization best accounts for the results obtained here.

Black & fstad (1964) had trained two groups of rats under the same

deprivation schedules to run a straight alleyway, each group to a

different level of Wg, One group (G10) received access to wet mash for

10 sec. (small reward), and the other group (530) received 30 sec. access

(large reward). A preshift phase was to establish differential running

speeds before shifting each group's drive level" (change in deprivation).

However, because of an inverse magnitude of reward effect, those Bs were

unable to test their hypothesis. Black (1969) suggested that there are

two plausible interpretations of the Black and Klstad (1964) results:
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First, it may have been the case that the animals in G10,
which ate at a higher average rate than those in G30, might have
engaged in more "vigorous" consummatory activity--that is, a
more "vigorous" Jig was occurring in the goal box and becoming
conditioned to goal box cues. In this case, an incentive theory
such as Spence's analysis of incentive motivation would predict
that these s would have developed a stronger rg-sg mechanism
which would result in a higher level of K and, therefore, more
rapid performance. An alternative interpretation might assume
that As in G10 ate more "consistently" rather than more "vigor-
ously" than those in G30. If this were indeed the case, then

As in the latter group would have had the greater opportunity
to engage in nonconsummatory activity, which, in terms of an
associative theory such as Guthrie's, could have led to Ode.
conditioning" of the instrumental response fpp. 105-107].

In an effort to experimentally test these alternative hypotheses,

Black and fstad (1965) conducted a series of studies involving different

levels of Wg, again using exposure to wet mash for varying amounts of

time as the reward. This study, however, allowed a measure of both the

"vigor" of the consummatory response ("momentary eating rate" and "amount

consumed per bite") and the "consistency" of the consummatory behavior

("average eating rate" and "consistency of eating"). In addition to ob-

taining an inverse magnitude of reward effect, these j found that the

average eating rate and the consistency of eating decreased as the length

of access to wet mash increased. Also, they found no relationship be-

tween performance and the "vigor" measures, which was contrary to what

Spence's (1956) approach would have predicted.

Other investigations reviewed by Black (1969) provided further in-

formation about these variables. Of particular importance to the present

investigation's results were the general findings that eating behavior

tends to occur in "bursts" in the goal box, where the s follow a rela-

tively short period of consummatory activity with a period of nonconsum-

matory behavior (such as exploration or grooming), followed by another
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burst of eating, and so on. Such variable behavior results in an im-

portant methodological problem in studies of instrumental appetitive

learning, namely, the confounding of three separate variables: actual

amount of reward, amount of consummatory behavior, and amount of non-

consummatory behavior.

Black (1969) concluded that "the apparent reinforcement value of a

reward appears to depend not only on its magnitude or the amount of con-

summatory behavior it evokes but upon the consistency with which such

behavior occurs [p. l32]." To account for the fact that reward effects

are so readily reversible (e.g., decremental shifts in Wg have repeatedly

been shown to result in "appropriate" adjustments in performance), Black

suggested a hypothetical "incentive-motivation variable which depends on

the quality or quantity of reward but thestrength of which is not awas

directly reflected in instrumental performance [p. 132]." This amounts

to a "two-factor" interpretation of reinforcement wherein "increasing

reward magnitude or the amount of consummatory activity facilitates per-

formance. Decreasing the consistency of consummatory activity, or,

conversely, increasing the amount of nonconsummatory activity, depresses

performance and the [apparent reinforcement value] of the reward [p.

132] "

In the present investigation, the rule whereby the s were removed

from the goal box may have contributed to or resulted in the conditions

necessary to produce the inverse reward effect. The Ss were removed from

the GB at the end of a 20-sec. period (at which time a signal was flashed

to the S by a light on the apparatus) or upon completely consuming the

reward, whichever came last, with an overall limit of 90 sec. in the GB.
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With the exception of two instances on the first day of acquisition

training, all of the $s consumed the reward within the 90-sec. limit.

Although no systematic records were kept at the time, the 3's recall of

GB events during Phases 1 and 2 was that the control animals (Group sss),

with few exceptions, consumed the small reward within the first 20 see.

and were removed only after 20 sec., had elapsed. Many of these s had

already consumed their reward and were engaged in various nonconsummatory

activities (such as grooming, examining the GB door, etc.) at the time

the signal flashed. All of the other s were either receiving 8 or 11

pellets during Phases 1 and 2, and they were always still in the process

of eating at the signal, requiring the L to wait varying lengths of time

before removing them. it first it was believed that this state of

affairs should have resulted in ideal conditions to produce the slowest

running speeds in the control &s since their nonconsummatory activities

were obvious at that period of time when Z began observing their be-

havior. However, it is entirely possible that relative to the control s

the large reward As engaged in a greater proportional amount of noncon-

summatory behavior, thereby depressing the apparent reinforcement value

of the reward. It was observed that the Qs, after eating the first

pellet or two by "biting" it directly on the food plate, would pick up

the next and succeeding pellets with their forepaws and would consume

them by biting off pieces. This was probably a function of the relatively

large pellets (.075 gm.) used in this study. The vast majority of re-

search in this area has used .045-gm. pellets, which are normally eaten

"whole" and directly from the food plate in the GB. This method of con-

suming the reward may have interacted with the "bursts of consummatory
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behavior" noted by Black (although not specifically observed here) to

create greater opportunities for the large-Wg animals to engage in non-.

consummatory activity. Or, in relation to the small-reward os. it may

have produced a much greater inconsistency of consummatory activity by

the large-reward Ao.

Another factor is suggested by the results obtained by Yerplanck and

Hayes (1953). They found that rate under a deprivation schedule very

similar to that imposed on these Ss only drank forty per cent of the

amount of water drunk by rats which are not food deprived. Similar

findings were also reported by Hamilton and Flaherty (1973). The impli-

cations for the present study are that all of the s utilized here were

not only food-deprived, but water-deprived as well, in spite of water be-

ing freely available during the experiment. This may account for why the

dry food used here failed to produce comparable results to Shelton's

(1970), since Shelton used wet mash, and other conditions were essentially

the same. Shelton's s may have more readily consumed the wet mash, with

less intervening nonconsummatory activity, than these s consumed the

large, dry pellets. This, of course, is an empirical question and is

subject to further investigation.

One notable exception in the psychological literature stands out as

a problem for the foregoing account of the inverse reward effect obtained

here. DiLollo (1964) used .08-gm. pellets, which were even larger than

those used in this study, and obtained a significant magnitude of reward

effect between a group receiving 16 pellets per trial and another group

receiving 4 pellets per trial. There was no effect between the 4-pellet

group and a I-pellet group, however. DiLollo's S were placed under a



24-h r. deprivation schedule, and thus the "thirst" factor discussed by

Verplanck and Hayes (1953) should have been in operation during his

study. According to the concepts discussed here, DiLollo's procedures

were suitable for producing an inverse magnitude of reward effect, but

it failed to occur. To account for this, one possibility may center

around DiLollo's rule for removing his Ss from the GB. It was not re-

ported, however.

Despite the ability of Black's (1969) hypothesis to account for the

results obtained here, the relationships that exist between varying con-

ditions of reward such as was examined here and subsequent Rn are still

basically unknown, or at best, unclear. It remains an empirical question

whether extended training will result in "adaptation" of _r to a smaller

Wg or whether other processes are involved. Further research, however,

will need to take into consideration the problems encountered in this

study, either by systematic variation of the variables involved or by

some other means of direct or indirect control.

- f
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